Traditionally, network and system configurations are static. Attackers have plenty of time to exploit the system's vulnerabilities and thus they are able to choose when to launch attacks wisely to maximize the damage. An unpredictable system configuration can significantly lift the bar for attackers to conduct successful attacks. Recent years, moving target defense (MTD) has been advocated for this purpose. An MTD mechanism aims to introduce dynamics to the system through changing its configuration continuously over time, which we call adaptations. Though promising, the dynamic system reconfiguration introduces overhead to the applications currently running in the system. It is critical to determine the right time to conduct adaptations and to balance the overhead afforded and the security levels guaranteed. This problem is known as the MTD timing problem. Little prior work has been done to investigate the right time in making adaptations. In this paper, we take the first step to both theoretically and experimentally study the timing problem in moving target defenses. For a broad family of attacks including DDoS attacks and cloud covert channel attacks, we model this problem as a renewal reward process and propose an optimal algorithm in deciding the right time to make adaptations with the objective of minimizing the long-term cost rate. In our experiments, both DDoS attacks and cloud covert channel attacks are studied. Simulations based on real network traffic traces are conducted and we demonstrate that our proposed algorithm outperforms known adaptation schemes.
INTRODUCTION
In traditional defense mechanisms, cyber systems are considered static. Attackers often have plenty of time to explore the vulnerability of these systems and maintain the gained privileges for extended periods of time. The static model disadvantages the defenders since they have to protect all the assets at all the time, while the attackers have the flexPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ibility to choose when and what to exploit [4] . Consider an instance of cloud covert channel attacks [29] : Modern cloud providers employ static mechanisms to allocate users' virtual machines to physical hosts, and as long as a virtual machine is placed on a physical host, it is seldom reallocated or migrated to other physical hosts. As a result, once the attackers are co-resident (via techniques shown in [29] ) with the defenders' virtual machines, they can decide when to conduct covert channel attacks as they like. The defenders need to protect their virtual machines against such attacks all the time through intensive system activity and traffic analysis [18] .
A moving target defense (MTD) mechanism can be designed to mitigate the asymmetric advantage of attackers and raise the bar for their successful attacks. This mechanism essentially dynamically changes multiple dimensions of a protected system, and thus increases the complexity and uncertainty of discharging the attack target, reduces the attackers' windows of opportunity, and increases their cost of probing and attacking [16] .
Most of the existing research in MTD has focused on developing different MTD techniques to change the static nature of the protected system. These techniques work by continuously/periodically changing one or several of the system/network configurations, e.g., network address, memory layout, execution environment, etc. An action of changing the system configuration state is called an adaptation [31] . Not exclusively, the proposed adaptation techniques include (1) address space layout randomization [4] -changing the memory address space layout dynamically to avoid pre-coded buffer-overflow attacks; (2) IP-Hopping [10] -changing a host's IP address dynamically to increase the complexity of network attacks such as communication eavesdropping and hijacking; and (3) execution environment adaptations [13, 27] -changing the software (such as OS) and/or hardware dynamically to make the execution environment different from time to time. However, adaptations come with overhead for the applications running in the protected system. Frequent adaptations can lead to significant performance degradation, while insufficient adaptations cannot effectively hinder potential attackers. The problem of determining the right time to make an adaptation is still in its infancy and it is formally defined as the MTD timing problem [31] . Most of the existing work that studies the effectiveness of various MTD mechanisms simply takes an approach of making these adaptations happen periodically [32, 13] .
To understand the importance of making timely adaptations in MTD mechanisms, we illustrate three defense scenarios in Figure 1 . Figure 1 gives an overview of how an MTD mechanism works in thwarting attacks. Usually, attackers need to go through at least three phases in conducting a successful attack [22] , including a probing phase, a constructing phase, and a launching phase. The three defense scenarios shown in Figure 1 are moving target defense mechanisms (1) without adaptations, (2) with smart adaptations, and (3) with blind adaptations, respectively. From this figure we can see that both smart adaptations and blind adaptations can effectively thwart the attacks by making adaptations before an attack is launched. However, blind highfrequency adaptation is myopic as it does not take into account of the power or frequency of attackers. Besides, it can be a burden for the host's applications especially when it is expensive to make adaptations. Thus, determining the right time to make adaptations is critical in making MTD more cost-effective and in reducing the service overhead brought by adaptations. Recently, the MTD timing problem has started to catch researchers' attention. In [6] , DeLoach et al. handled the MTD timing problem through relying on vulnerability scanning tools and intrusion detection tools to trigger alerts in making adaptations. Unfortunately, as pointed in [20] , intrusion detection techniques are not guaranteed to detect attacks in a timely and accurate manner, especially when the attackers become smarter and more powerful. When a trustful intrusion detection solution is unavailable or when the probability of identifying intrusion detections is low, the defender is very likely to be attacked. Besides, this mechanism [6] does not take into account the adaptation cost and the potential damage -it cannot trade off security risks and costs.
In this paper, we take the first step to both theoretically and experimentally study the MTD timing problem. We aim to answer the question of when is the best time to make economical adaptations. We consider both attacked cost (the cost paid by a defender if it is under an attack) and adaptation cost (the cost paid by a defender if it makes an adaptation). Our proposed algorithm does not rely on any intrusion detection techniques to trigger alerts in making adaptations. Our objective is to design an adaptation strategy that guides the moving target defense mechanism to make adaptations in the right way to minimize the overall cost rate. We solve the MTD timing problem using the renewal reward theory to trade off both the adaptation costs and the attacked costs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem model and describes our objective. Section 3 presents our designed algorithm. We conduct experiments to evaluate the proposed algorithm and compare it with up-to-date solutions in Section 4. A case study is further conducted to evaluate the proposed algorithm against cloud covert channel attacks in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the related works and concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
THREAT MODEL
In this section, we describe a threat model to characterize the moving target defense system and mechanisms. This theoretical framework follows the state-of-the-art MTD model proposed by Zhuang et al. [31] . Specifically, we describe an attack-defense scenario in which defenders employ MTD mechanisms, while attackers exploit the vulnerability of defenders to launch attacks.
Defenders.
A defender is regarded as an attack target for attackers. A defender could be one or more computer devices, programs, etc., which try to protect themselves from confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA) attacks. A defender can be described by a set of configurations including its network addresses, its operating systems, etc. The set of configurations of a defender is denoted as information parameter [31] . The objective of the defender is to prevent the attackers from learning these information parameters. For example, a defender may try to hide a server's network address from the attackers to avoid distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks.
Using moving target defenses, a defender can make adaptations to change the information parameters. For each adaptation, it incurs an adaptation cost. An adaptation cost includes the (amortized) cost of software/hardware required for making adaptations, such as purchasing operating system software, renting a pool of IP addresses, and the cost of perhaps temporarily slowing down the system performance during the adaptations.
Attackers.
An attacker could be one or several persons or automated code with the objective of attacking the CIA of the attack target. An attacker always needs to learn some critical/sensitive information parameters about the defenders in order to launch a successful attack. To gain knowledge of the defenders, an attacker usually conducts a probing procedure which may need time and computing or monetary resources from the attacker. Once an attack is successfully launched, an attacked cost incurs to the defender. The attacked cost is related to the information parameter of the defender as well as the attack types. For example, an attacked cost that a defender would suffer from a DDoS attack will be related to the amount of clients it is serving when the attack happens and the revenue rate [7] .
In studying the MTD timing problem, we study a family of attacks. In such attack-defend setting, the probing time for an attacker to launch a successful attack, after a defender makes an adaptation, satisfies identical and independent distributions (i.i.d). This broad family of attacks includes covert channel attacks in cloud [18] , IP address scanning and stealthy port scanning [10] , and password cracking [26] , etc.
Objective.
The objective of studying the MTD timing problem is to investigate the most economical way for a defender to make adaptations, taking into account of both the adaptation cost and the attacked cost. It is quite reasonable for a defender to endure risks of being attacked, if the adaptation cost is high while the attacked cost is low. We seek to answer the question of when is the best time to make an adaptation in order to minimize the long-run cost rate.
ALGORITHM
In this section, we first describe a moving target defense framework for which an algorithmic approach to the MTD timing problem can work on top of that. Then we present our algorithm in detail, which effectively decides the costeffective adaptation time for defenders.
An MTD framework
A moving target defense framework which dynamically makes cost-effective adaptations is shown in Figure 2 . The framework captures the defender's system, the adaptation cost, the attacked cost analysis components, the attack interval distribution fitting component, as well as the adaptation analysis engine. We walk through each component and their interactions in greater details in the following. A defender system has the objective of protecting itself from being attacked in a cost-efficient manner. In order to achieve the objective, it makes adaptations under the guidance of the adaptation analysis engine.
Adaptation cost analysis.
Adaptation cost analysis component measures and calculates the adaptation costs based on the information parameters of the defenders. An adaptation cost is the overall cost incurred to the defender system when it goes from one configuration to another.
Attacked cost analysis.
Attacked cost analysis component measures and calculates the attacked costs based on the information parameters of the defenders, as well as the applications currently running in the defender system. In general, the attacked costs should be calculated in an online manner since the set of applications may vary over time and so does its cost.
Distribution fitting.
The distribution fitting module fits the historical attack intervals to find out a distribution pattern of the attacks. It provides information about the distribution of the attack time intervals. This information is useful and critical in calculating the appropriate adaptation time to balance the adaptation cost and attacked cost for a defender. Note that this distribution may not necessarily satisfy a predefined probability distribution, but it should be identical and independent distributed.
Adaptation analysis engine.
The adaptation analysis engine is to predict the time to make the next adaptation. It takes the adaptation cost, the attacked cost, and the historical attack time intervals into account, and decides the most cost-effective time to make adaptations. The decision is made by formulating the adaptation problem as a renewal reward process and we solve the problem using the renewal reward theory [19] . The details of the algorithm are discussed in Section 3.3.
An example of attacks fitting in the framework
In order to illustrate how the proposed moving target framework works, we provide a concrete example of attacks. This example also shows the necessity of employing moving target defense.
Nowadays many cloud providers, such as Amazon EC2, Google Cloud and so on, allow multi-tenancy in which virtual machines from different customers are placed on the same physical machine. As a result, covert channel attacks have been identified as a threat to the current cloud environments [18, 29, 23] . Note that one of the main vulnerabilities of the clouds that lead to covert channel attacks is the static nature of virtual machine placement policy. Through covert channel attacks [18, 29, 23] , a malicious virtual machine can steal/leak information from the virtual machines which are co-resident on the same physical machine. Leaking confidential information could harm the reputation and the profit of a cloud provider, making it lose customers.
Potential covert channel attackers work as below. As the cloud providers use static virtual machine placement policies in allocating virtual machines to physical hosts, once a customer's virtual machine is placed on a physical machine, it will seldom be reallocated to other physical machines. As a consequence, the attackers have plenty of time in finding the target virtual machine and achieving co-resident. Specifically, the attackers can exhaustively search for the target defender's virtual machines by launching virtual machines again and again until one of the virtual machines is allocated to the same physical machine as the victim virtual machine [29] .
The moving target defense works as a counter-measurement to mitigate the covert channel attacks. The idea is to dynamically change the physical host for the target virtual machines to be protected, thus it increases the difficulty for the attackers to find the target victim virtual machines. Even if an attacker is lucky enough to be co-resident with the target victim at some time, the forthcoming moving (adaptations) of the victim's virtual machine will soon make the attacker lose his gained privileges (i.e., co-residence) over the victim, and thus stop the potential covert channel attacks.
Using the MTD model, we model the moving target defense against covert channel attacks in the cloud in the following. When a defender launches a virtual machine in the cloud, the virtual machine will be placed in a physical machine based on the static placement policy defined by the cloud provider. An adaptation migrates the virtual machine from one physical machine to another. The adaptation cost is measured using the migration cost based on the virtual machines' image sizes which affect the migration time and thus the system (including all applications running on the virtual machine being migrated) downtime. The attacked cost is the cost that a defender suffers from being attacked. For covert channel attacks, the attacked cost is measured using the payoff of information leakage. The objective of covert channel attackers is to achieve co-residence with the defender's virtual machines.
As attackers have no control over the cloud provider, the only action they can do to achieve the objective is to launch virtual machines using the cloud provider's services. As each time an attacker launches a virtual machine, the virtual machine may have a possibility of being assigned to the same physical machine where the victim virtual machine lies on, the attacker then can achieve the goal by launching virtual machines repeatedly until it finds co-residence with the victim virtual machine [29] . Adaptations made by the defender will change the physical machines that a virtual machine locates in, thus the co-residence privilege gained by the attacker will be erased. The attacker has to restart the process of probing to achieve co-residence in order to launch covert channel attacks.
A cost-effective adaptation algorithm
Let ψ denote the set of sensitive information parameters that a defender aims to protect. Let C adp denote the adaptation cost. For example, in covert channel attacks, the adaptation cost is defined as the cost incurred by migrating the target virtual machine's image from the source host to the destination host. The value C adp can be pre-calculated, if the set of various image sizes and the cloud's topology/links are known beforehand. Let Catt denote the attacked cost that a defender would suffer. The value Catt can be calculated in a periodical time manner. Note that calculating the values Catt does not imply that an adaptation should take place, even though if these values are high. Let Adp hist denote the list of time intervals between two consecutive adaptations that we have so far. Let t elapsed denote the current elapsed time since the last adaptation. The algorithm is designed to determine T , the time to wait for the next adaptation in order to minimize the overall cost in a long-term process.
We name our algorithm RRT (standing for renewal reward theory-based solution). RRT aims to determine the optimal adaptation time in the long-term process, subject to the above described input information. The procedure of this cost-effective adaptation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 illustrates that the moving target defense is a long-term process (as shown in the while loop in Line 1), and after each adaptation of the defender, the algorithm decides when to make the next adaptation in order to be cost-effective by calling a procedure called DAT (see Algorithm 2) .
We remark Algorithm 1 here. Line 2 is the step of measuring the adaptation cost and attacked cost of the defender.
Algorithm 1 Cost-effective adaptation algorithm RRT 1: while TRUE do 2: measure C adp , Catt from ψ and the defender system; 3:
T = Decide-adaptation-time(C adp , Catt, Adp hist ); 4:
t elapsed = 0; 5: while t elapsed < T do 6:
if being attacked then 7:
break; 8:
update t elapsed; 10:
end if 11:
end while 12: make adaptations; 13:
update Adp hist = Adp hist ∪ min{T, t elapsed}. 14: end while Line 3 makes decisions for the next adaptation time using the decide-adaptation-time (DAT) procedure described in Algorithm 2; Lines 5-13 indicate that if the attack happens before the derived cost-effective adaptation in Line 3, then the defender needs to make the adaptation immediately, otherwise it can make adaptation following the derived costeffective time.
Note that in Line 6 of Algorithm 1, we assume that the defender can tell whether he is under being attacked or not. This assumption is realistic against many attacks such as DDoS attacks and covert channel attacks. For example, a defender would suffer from a much higher abnormal traffic volume than usual in a DDoS attack [12] ; a defender could perform the detection via side channel analysis to locate a covert channel attack [30] . Our algorithm is classified as a proactive MTD approach as it may make an adaptation before a real attack occurs.
Algorithm 2 Decide-adaptation-time procedure DAT (C adp , Catt, Adp hist ) 1: Fit a distribution H(t) using Adp hist ; 2: Derive adaptation time T (shown in Equation 1); 3: if Adp hist does not fit any closed form distribution then 4: T = mean value of Adp hist ; 5: end if 6: return T Some remarks on Algorithm 2 are given below. Algorithm 2 describes the procedure of deriving the cost-effective adaptation time. The highlight is that we model the problem using a renewal reward process [19] to decide the right timing to make adaptations in order to minimize the overall cost. In the following, we show how to derive Equation 1 in Algorithm 2.
Theorem 1. For a family of attacks with their attack time interval lengths satisfying identical and independent distributions, there exists an optimal algorithm to decide the optimal adaptation time with the objective of minimizing the long-run expected cost.
Note that the family of attacks described in Theorem 1 is broad and it includes covert channel attacks in cloud [18] , IP address scanning and stealthy port scanning [10] , and password cracking [26] , etc. Also, we remark that the attack time interval lengths are values from a continuous real region.
Proof. The moving target defense process is essentially a stochastic process in which adaptations take place over time. Specifically, the moving target defense process can be modeled as a renewal process that each adaptation can be regarded as a 'restart' of the process that the defender waits for the next adaptation. Thus, we formulate the adaptation timing problem as a renewal process with the objective to decide the 'renew' time (i.e., adaptation time) that is most cost-effective.
We consider the stochastic process in which a defender makes adaptations over time. The cost of making adaptations is characterized as a function of the timing of when to make adaptations.
The defender will pay an extra cost if it is being attacked, i.e., the attacked cost, denoted as C d att . Whenever a defender is being attacked, we know that it needs to make an adaptation immediately. The defender pays an adaptation cost when it makes an adaptation, denoted as C d adp . Thus, we have
Let E(Ri) and E(Xi) denote the expected values of Ri and Xi, respectively. We then have
denote the cost rate when the time threshold to make adaptations is
Recall that our optimization objective is to choose a value for T 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the cost-effectiveness performance of the proposed RRT algorithm against DDoS attacks. (We will case study covert channel attacks in Section 5.) Recall that a defender is able to tell whether a DDoS attack happens or not immediately.
First, we describe the experimental settings. Then we introduce the evaluation methodology and metrics. Finally, we measure the cost efficiency of our proposed RRT algorithm using real attack traces with comparisons to existing strategies, including up-to-date periodical adaptation strategies and a randomized adaptation strategy in [32, 13, 21] .
Experimental settings
The experiments are running on a workstation with 2.30GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU and 32GB memory. The dataset used in the experiments is introduced in the following.
Dataset.
The dataset used in the simulation is a set of confirmed DDoS attack traces provided by a third party. The traces consist of 50,704 different DDoS attacks on 9,026 different IPs from time period 08/29/2012 to 03/24/2013 [24] . The dataset contains the information of each attack, including attacker id, victim (defender) IP and attack timestamp.
Attack traces.
An attack trace contains all the timestamps along the timeline that a defender is being attacked by an attacker which is a bot family. In the simulation, we simulate the arrivals of attacks on each defender using its corresponding attack traces in the dataset. As the dataset is collected in a relatively short time period, some defenders are only observed to be attacked a few times. Since our objective is to characterize the long-term cost efficiency of different moving target algorithms, we use the traces with attack counts larger than 30 as the input of our simulation. There are in total 141 such traces.
Attack intervals distributions.
An attack (time) interval is the time difference between two successive attacks. The distribution of the attack intervals is critical to the RRT algorithm since it takes the attack interval history as input and makes decisions about the right timing to make adaptations based on the attack interval distributions. In case the historical attack intervals satisfy none of the statistic distributions, we use the mean value of the historical intervals as the adaptation time in the RRT algorithm.
We fit the 144 attack traces against various well-known probability distributions including log-normal, exponential, uniform, normal and Poisson distribution. We use Kolmogorov-Smirnov [5] statistics to test the goodnessof-fit with a significance level setting as 0.05. We find 98 out of 144, i.e., around 70%, of the attack traces have their attack intervals following a log-normal distribution. While 39 of the traces fit none of the distributions tested. If we tune the significance level setting to a larger number, then we will have more attack traces satisfying log-normal distributions. Figure 3 shows the attack trace distribution based on each victim. In the figure, the x-axis corresponds to each victim, while the y-axis shows the number of attackers that have attacked each victim as well as the distribution of the attack traces. Different colors are used to show different attack trace distributions. Figure 4 further plots the attack traces distributions based on each attacker. In particular, in Figure 4 , the x-axis shows the attacker ID with obscuration, while the y-axis shows the total count of victims (distinguished by IP address) each attacker has attacked as well as the distribution of each attack trace. Different attack trace distributions are shown using different colors. From the figure, we can see that for an attacker, its attack distributions on different victims may follow the same distribution, e.g., attacker 25B93033-3* and 089AF274-2* both have log-normal distribution attack time intervals on all their victims.
These figures confirm our condition given in Theorem 1 that the attack time intervals satisfy an identical and independent distribution.
Attacked cost.
The attacked cost is defined as the cost that a defender suffers from an attack. According to the study commissioned by Incapsula [14] , the average cost of DDoS attacks is $40, 000 per hour. Most of the organizations have the attacked costs in the range from $5, 000 to $100, 000.
We simulate the attacked cost of all the defenders following the detailed attacked cost distributions in [14] with the recovering time from failure being set as 5 minutes. We acknowledge that more specific analysis will be required to decide the attacked cost of different organizations in terms of different security threats. For example, for many medium and large organizations, they often have their own security department in performing the risk analysis and measuring the potential attacked cost. While for small organizations or individuals, some tools have been developed and made available for them to measure the attacked cost [1] . Measuring the attacked cost in terms of various potential attack scenarios is an interesting research topic, which, however, is out the scope of our paper.
Adaptation cost.
The adaptation cost refers to the impact of adaptations on system performance and service quality. For example, in terms of DDoS attacks, a moving target defense mechanism changes the IP addresses of the system dynamically [3] . The overhead of making adaptations translates to the time overhead of updating the routing and firewall configuration after each adaptation [3] . According to the study in [10] , the latency of moving target defense mechanisms grows linearly as the number of packets to be processed increases. For example, for processing 20, 000 packets, the time overhead is 300ms. Thus the latency varies among different organizations as they might have different traffic rates. We translate the latency into the business cost according to the study in [7] based on the average cost rate of media organizations surveyed. For small (latency 200ms), medium (latency 2s), large size (latency 20s) organizations, the cost of making an adaptation is $1, $10 and $100, respectively.
Deterrence ratio.
Deterrence ratio has been used to characterize the effect of moving target defense [10] . As in the moving target defense mechanism, defenders dynamically change the network or system configurations to invalidate the information gained by attackers, the attackers are forced to frequently redo the reconnaissance activities in order to regain the lost information to launch an attack. Thus moving target defense has the effects of delaying the arrival of attacks [10] . The deterrence ratio is used to measure the delaying factors, which is defined as follows deterrence ratio = attack time interval with MTD attack time interval without MTD Due to the limitation of the dataset, we are not aware whether the defenders in the dataset have employed moving target defense mechanisms or not. This issue matters as our proposed algorithm is dedicated for defenders to use under the moving target defense scheme. In essence, our designed algorithm aims to assist in making decisions about the right timing to make adaptations. Thus we consider the following two cases.
• Case 1: In the collected dataset, the defenders did make adaptations.
In this case, as the attack traces capture the effect of moving target defense, we use the original attack traces to simulate the attacks in the simulation.
• Case 2: In the collected dataset, the defenders did not make adaptations.
In this case, we need to incorporate the effects of moving target defense into the attack traces. Specifically, if the defenders make adaptations to defend against DDoS attacks, e.g., changing the firewall filtering rules or changing IP addresses [3] , it will have the effects of delaying next attack as the attackers will need more time to exploit the vulnerability of defenders (e.g., IP scanning, training smart bots to avoid being identified by filtering rules) in order to launch the attack. Thus, we increase the time between each two successive attacks in the attack traces to reflect the effects of moving target defense. In the simulation, we study the cost efficiency under the attack traces with various deterrence ratios.
Evaluation Methodology
In the following, we first overview the simulation procedure, and then introduce the algorithms used for comparisons as well as the measurement metric.
Simulation overview.
We simulate the moving target defense process independently for each defender. The attack scenario is characterized by the attack traces from the real attack dataset. Each defender makes adaptations according to the adaptation time decision made by the algorithms. Each algorithm maintains the attacked timestamp histories, while the future attack timestamps are unknown to all the algorithms. The simulation for each defender continues until the end of the attack traces. 
Algorithms for comparisons.
In the simulation, we compare our proposed algorithm RRT against the up-to-date periodically adaptation algorithms adopted in [32, 13, 21] . We also include a randomized algorithm for comparison. All the algorithms are described as follows.
ALGmean, ALG low , ALG median , ALG high , ALG higher : These algorithms make adaptations when the elapsed time since last adaptation exceeds the mean value, 25th, 50th, 75th, 100th percentile of the historical attack time intervals, respectively, or when under attacks.
ALG random : The algorithm makes adaptations when the elapsed time since last adaptation exceeds a value which is randomly selected from the historical attack time intervals, or when under attacks.
Long-term cost rate.
For each defender, we record the adaptation cost and the attacked cost it suffers under different adaptation algorithms separately in the simulation. We also record the elapsed time for each defender during the simulation. Then the long-term cost rate of each defender is defined as total cost total elapsed time , where total cost is the sum of the adaptation cost and the attacked cost. In comparing the performance of different adaptation algorithms, we compare the average long-term cost rate of all defenders under each algorithm.
Evaluation Results
We first study the long-term cost rate of all the defenders under various algorithms. Then we investigate the cost rate under various deterrence ratios using the proposed RRT algorithm as an example. Finally, we study the adaptation time of the algorithms under various adaptation cost settings and we discuss the running time of the algorithms.
Evaluation of cost efficiency.
We simulate different algorithms under various settings of adaptation costs, and compare the average long-term cost rates of all the defenders. Figure 5 shows the long-term cost rate of all defenders under various algorithms, with the adaptation costs set as $100, $10 and $1. In particular, Figure 5 (a) uses the original attack traces as the attack traces, while Figure 5 (b) uses the original attack traces with deterrence ratio set as 2.
From Figure 5 , we can see that ALG low has a very high cost since it makes adaptations frequently without taking into account the attackers' power and the adaptation costs. Besides, its cost rate tends to grow faster than the other algorithms when its adaptation cost increases from $1 to $100. As it makes adaptation very frequently in order to avoid being attacked, its long-term cost rate is more sensitive to the adaptation cost.
In contrast, ALG higher tends to be less sensitive when the adaptation cost grows. But it has a higher cost rate compared with RRT especially when the adaptation cost is relatively low (e.g., $1 per adaptation). The reason is because ALG higher always makes adaptation with adaptation time interval equals to the maximum value of the historical attack intervals, thus it is always very likely to be attacked.
ALG random has a cost rate much higher than RRT and ALG higher as shown in Figure 5 . The underlying reason is because randomly determining the time to make adaptations might introduce more adaptation cost if the adaptations are made frequently, or it might incur a higher cost of being attacked if adaptations are not made frequently enough. This indicates a random algorithm is not capable of trading off the adaptation cost and the cost of being attacked if the attack history is not involved in the randomness.
We further investigate the long-term cost rate of each single defender and again we find similar results, related figures are omitted here. We conclude that unlike the fixed- periodic or randomized algorithms, RRT considers the adaptation cost and the attacked cost, and it makes a trade-off in between. Thus, it tends to have a better cost rate than other algorithms. Above all, we conclude RRT is more economical/cost-effective compared with the fixed-periodical adaptation and randomized adaptation algorithms.
Deterrence ratio.
Comparing Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5 (b), we find that through modifying the attack traces with setting deterrence ratio as 2, the cost rate is almost reduced by half. The reason is because with a deterrence ratio set as 2, the attack time intervals are increased by one time, while the adaptation cost and attacked cost remain the same. However, the cost that a defender suffers might be affected as the distributionfitting under the modified attack traces might be different, and thus might affect the adaptation time decision making for RRT. Motivated by this, we further explore the relationship between the long-term cost rate and the deterrence ratio.
We conduct simulations to study the long-term cost rate under various deterrence ratios using our proposed RRT algorithm as an example. The study results are shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 demonstrates cost rate under RRT algorithm with the adaptation cost rate set as $100. In the figure, the . .
x-axis shows the deterrence ratio, while the y-axis shows the corresponding long-term cost rate. From the figure, we can see that the long-term cost rate decreases at almost the same speed as the deterrence ratio increases. This result indicates if the defender can find a moving target defense mechanism to delay the attack as much as possible, it can reduce the long-term cost rate accordingly.
Adaptation interval.
In the following, we study the adaptation time of different algorithms under various adaptation cost settings. We conduct simulations in which defenders making decisions based on each algorithm. We record the adaptation time under each algorithm and compute the average value in Figure 7 . .
In Figure 7 , the x-axis shows the adaptation cost range from $1 to $100, and the y-axis shows the corresponding average adaptation time interval under each algorithm. From the figure, we can see that as the adaptation cost increases, the RRT algorithm tends to have a larger average adaptation time interval, i.e., lower adaptation frequencies. This indicates that when the adaptation cost is high, it is no longer economical for making adaptations frequently. While for the other algorithms, as they make adaptation time decisions without considering the cost, the average adaptation time under these algorithms is not affected by the adaptation cost.
Running time.
We implement the proposed RRT algorithm using Mathematica [28] . Its average running time is 1.74s which is dom-inated mainly by solving Equation 1. The running time is negligible compared with the adaptation time interval which is in the scale of hundreds of minutes as shown in Figure 7 . We remark that further optimization can be done by maintaining a dynamic table to keep track of the optimal adaptation time in Equation 1. Therefore, the running time can be reduced to milliseconds if there is a match of the optimization problem in the table. Besides, for a defense system which has multiple servers that require separate adaptations, the RRT algorithm can be easily scaled up to run in parallel, as each optimization is independent from each other.
A CASE STUDY OF COVERT CHANNEL ATTACKS
In this section, we further conduct a case study to investigate the cost rates of employing the moving target defense with various adaptation strategies to combat covert channel attacks in the cloud.
In this case study, we conduct simulations to evaluate the average cost of the defenders in defending against covert channels using virtual machine migration mechanism [15] . Specifically, we build a cloud testbed in which defenders can migrate the Virtual Machines (VMs) from one physical host to another in order to defend against covert channel attacks. A defender will suffer a cost if being attacked as described in Section 4.1. We introduce the settings of adaptation costs (i.e., the costs of making migrations) and the attack traces in the following.
For the adaptation costs, we consider the impact of latency due to VM migrations and translate the latency into business costs [7] . We conduct experiments to measure the VM migration latency. There are mainly two VM migration techniques, i.e., cold migration and live (hot) migration. Cold migration stops the VM in its current host, copies it to a remote host and then restarts it. Cold migration incurs high service latency since the service is shut down during the whole migration process and the migration could be timeconsuming if the disk volume is large. While live migration keeps the VM running in its current host and copies the VM to remote hosts, and then suspends the VM for making the final copy of dirty pages to remote hosts, and finally continues running the VM in the new host. Thus live migration causes less service latency compared with cold migration.
We measure VM migration latency in two popular cloud building tools including OpenStack [2] and VMware vSphere [9] . We use three machines in building the experiment testbed. The machines have 16G, 16G, and 12G RAM, respectively. All three machines have 4 core processors. Each two of them are connected by 1G Ethernet LAN.
We measure VM migration latency under various VM settings, including different RAM sizes and disk sizes. The live migration latencies under OpenStack and VMware are in average 0.806s and 0.61s, respectively, which are translated to the monetary costs [7] as $4.3 and $3.05, respectively. While in both testbeds, the cold migration latency grows almost linearly as the used storage increased. The cold migration latency for a VM with 4G RAM and 20G allocated disks (with 10G used) for OpenStack and VMware are in average 545s and 273s, respectively, translating to business costs as $2725 and $1366, respectively.
For the cloud covert channel attack trace, we simulate it using a uniform distribution with statistics from the latest cloud covert channel attack study [29] . The attack time interval is in the range of 50 to 150 minutes with deterrence ratio set as 160 [10] . The deterrence ratio will keep increasing as the size of the cloud gets larger. Since a larger cloud provides more physical hosts for the VMs to migrate to and thus increases the uncertainty for the attackers to pinpoint the target.
The cost rate under various ways of virtual migration is shown in Figure 8 . The cost rate not only includes the cost of making adaptations (i.e., migration), but also includes the cost of being attacked if adaptations are not conducted frequently enough to avoid the attacks. From Figure 8 , we can see with live migration, the average cost of using RRT to defend co-residence attacks is around $0.003/min. While, the latest cloud covert channel study [29] demonstrates that it costs attackers around 100 minutes in achieving co-resident with the target defender with a cost about $32. That means that the cost of the defender is lower compared to the cost that paid by the attackers ($0.32/min). In specific, with live migration, the attackers pay around 106 times of what paid by the defenders. It implies that cloud providers can offer such a protection mechanism as a value-added security service to combat covert channel attacks so as to protect the defenders while discouraging potential attackers.
While for cold migration, defenders need to pay a much higher cost compared with live migration. In this case, the cost rate under OpenStack and VMware vSphere cloud in-frastructure are $0.17/min and $0.30/min, respectively under our proposed algorithm. Compared with live migration, cold migration has a much higher cost rate since it incurs much longer service downtime during VM migration. This result indicates that live migration is preferable in fighting covert channel attacks with MTD schemes. Overall, the results in Figure 8 also indicates the importance of smart adaptations. In specific, with a live migration scheme, as the migration cost is almost negligible, a frequent adaptation strategy outperforms the others, while with a cold migration scheme, as the migration cost is high, a frequent adaptation brings lots of costs. Under whatever cases, our proposed RRT algorithm can balance the cost of migration and the cost of being attacked, and thus achieve lower cost compared with other periodic or randomized algorithms.
We further consider the cost rate under the static VM placement mechanism adopted in current clouds [29] . As the attackers can find the static VM in around 100 minutes, and the cost of being attacked is at least be $5000 per hour [14] . Even if we are considering the optimistic case in which the service can be restored in 5 minutes, the cost rate of the defender is still about $4.16/min. The high cost of defenders allures the attackers to conduct attacks to achieve their malicious purpose. Compared with the static VM placement algorithm, a moving target defense mechanism with our proposed algorithm has a much lower cost rate. This indicates moving target defense is a costeffective mechanism to defense against covert channel attacks in a cloud environment.
RELATED WORK
In current defense systems, a defender often relies on a static system configuration which makes it easy for attackers to exploit the vulnerabilities. Moving target defense is proposed to eliminate the asymmetric disadvantages between defenders and attackers by making the defense system dynamic [17] . In specific, MTD works by continuously changing the static nature of the network topology, system configurations, execution environment etc. of a defense system and thus invalidate the privileges gained by the attackers and hinder the effectiveness of attacks.
Current research on MTD mainly focuses on designing defense mechanisms for various aspects of the protected system. The designed techniques can be further divided into two categories: reactive MTD [25, 11] and proactive MTD [21, 8, 13, 4] . For reactive MTD, the defenders make adaptations in a lazy manner only when they are under attacks. While for proactive MTD, the defenders also make adaptations before they are attacked, aiming to thwart attacks proactively and to reduce the negative impact of attacks.
Among the works of proactive MTD, various defense mechanisms are proposed to change different aspects of the defense system configurations such as network addresses, port numbers, operating systems, execution environments etc. For example, Thompson et al. [21] conduct experiments to study the effectiveness of moving target defense mechanisms by rotating the operating system in every fixed 60 seconds. Gillani et al. [8] propose a moving target defense mechanism against DDoS attacks by periodically changing the footprint of critical resources. Li et al. [13] develop an approach to periodically migrate a virtual machine from one physical host to the other in order to improve the virtual machine survivability in the cloud.
The main challenge in designing proactive MTD mechanisms is to decide the right timing of making adaptations. Most of the existing MTD mechanisms employ either fixedperiodically adaptation strategy or randomized adaptation mechanisms [8, 13, 21] . However, as the adaptation could be costly, the problem of when is the right timing to make adaptation is critical in designing economical proactive MTD. Deloach et al. [6] provide techniques to decide the best timing of making adaptations based on vulnerability scanning and intrusion detection tools. However the reliance on intrusion detection to trigger alerts for making adaptation limits the use of this mechanism. As the attackers become smarter and more powerful, the intrusion detection techniques may fail to detect the attacks in a timely and accurately manner [20, 10] .
CONCLUSION
Moving target defense mechanisms are emerging as an effective approach in cyber-security. It works by changing a defender system's attack surface dynamically and thus increases the difficulty of successful attacks. In this paper, we investigate the problem of when is the right timing to make adaptations in moving target defense in order to be costeffective in a long-term process. We propose an algorithmic approach based on renewal reward theory. Our algorithm makes an optimal balance between the cost of making adaptations and the cost of being attacked. By evaluating the algorithms using real DDoS and covert channel attack traces, we show that our proposed algorithm is more cost-effective under the same security guarantees, compared with the existing periodical and randomized adaptation algorithms.
